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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Q be a bounded domain in R” with C2 boundary and 
Q, = Q x (0, t), I-, = dl2 x (0, t). 
We consider the initial boundary value problem 
U,=dU+ ‘Wl(t-T),f.(U(X,T))dT+g(X) 
s inQ,, 0 
u(x, 0) = L&(x) in Sz, 
24(x, t) = 0 on r, . 
We assume throughout this paper that 
.fE c’, f(O)>02 S’(s) > 0, ,f”(s) 2 0; ifs 3 0, 
WIEC’, m(s)>,M>O, m’(s)<0 ifs>O, 
&TEC’, g>O inSZ, 
I40 E C2( iI), uo30 inQ, uo=O on&?, 
du,+g>O in Sz, du,+g=O on&S. 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
(1.8) 
The existence of a positive solution is easily proved by a fixed point 
method. 
Let 
F(u) = [‘f(s) ds. (1.9) 
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Assuming that u,(x, 0) is large enough in some average norm and that F 
satisfies the necessary condition 
s 
x 
F(s)-“2 ds< co. (1.10) 
one can show that u blows up in finite time i.e.: 
3T< cc such that lim max U(X, t) = co. 
r--t 7- .rt-R 
Our main interest is to characterize the blow-up set, i.e., the set 
{X E Q such that 3(x,,, t,,) + (x, T); u(x,,, t,,) -+ cc if n + a ). 
We assume general conditions on the function ,f which are satisfied, for 
instance, by 
,f(u) = (u + j.)p, p>l, 1.>0 (1.11) 
and by 
.f‘(u) = exp(au), ZY > 0, (1.12) 
and we distinguish the two following cases: 
l the summetric case, 
l the non-symmetric case. 
In the symmetric case we assume that Q is a ball and u, and g are 
radially symmetric non-increasing, and we prove that the solution blows up 
at a single point x = 0. 
In the non-symmetric case we prove that the blow-up set is a compact 
subset of Q. 
In the case where ,f is given by (1.11) (resp. (1.12)) we prove the 
estimates 
c(T-t)-21(P-‘)<m axu(x,t)dC(T-/)~“‘“~I’ 
rtR 
(1.13) 
(resp. 
$ln(c(T-f))gyf;u(x, I)$Gln(C(T-r))). (1.14) 
These results have been proved in [S] by Mueller and Weissler (only the 
symmetric case was considered) for the equation 
24, = Au +f(u), (1.15) 
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for some special functions J and by Friedman and McLeod in [ 1 ] for a 
general class of functions f: 
In the rest of this section, for simplicity of analysis, we will assume that f 
is given by (1.11). 
In [l] the result for the symmetric case is obtained as a direct con- 
sequence of the estimate 
24, < - C(x)(u + A)“-“. (1.16) 
In our case, the corresponding estimate 
u,< -C(x) [‘(u+A)p+‘)‘2’-Edz 
JO 
(1.17) 
by itself is insufficient to establish the same result. In (1.16), if u blows up, 
so does u,. In (1.17), a priori, that is not necessarily the case. Depending 
on the rate of blow-up of u it is possible for u to blow-up and 
Jb(u + A) ((p + “P-” dz to be finite. Our main difficulty is to rule out this last 
possibility. For this purpose we show that 
u,<(u+n)(T-t)‘+~, (1.18) 
from which we deduce that either 
s ‘(u+~)((“+‘)‘2)~“d~~(u+E.)‘+” 0 
or we can start an induction that shows that u(x, T), is bounded. 
In Section 2 we will prove existence, uniqueness and finite time blow-up. 
Then we prove a crude estimate on the rate of blow-up of u from which we 
will deduce the inequality (1.18). 
In Section 3 we will prove estimate (1.17) and the single point blow-up 
for the symmetric case. In Section 4 we will prove the result concerning the 
blow-up set for the non-symmetric case and establish estimates ( 1.13) and 
(1.14). 
2. EXISTENCE, UNIQUENESS, AND FINITE TIME BLOW-UP 
THEOREM 2.1. Under assumptions (1.4)-( 1.8) there exists a T such that 
(i) The initial boundary value problem has a unique solution on Q,. 
(ii) If T< co then 
lim max u(x, t) = cc 
r-T rtn 
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Proof Existence for small times. We shall construct the solution u as a 
limit of a sequence 0,. Let u,,(x, t) = uO(x) and define u,, as the solution of 
the linear initial boundary value problem 
o,=du+ 'f -c)f((U,~-,(X9 t))dr+g(x) s inQT (2.1) 0 
u(x, t) =o on rr, (2.2) 
a, 0) = uo(x) in 52. (2.3) 
The existence, regularity and uniqueness of u,, follow from the classical 
theory of parabolic equations (see [4], e.g.). 
LEMMA 2.2. There holds 
Proof: We shall proceed by induction. Since u. is independent of t, 
uo, , > 0. Assume (u,, , ) >, 0. Then 
t/T 6 t 
Since m’ < 0 and (,f(u,, ~ l )), 3 0, 
J“m’(t-W-(o,,+ ,(x, z))dz3f(u,, ,(I, t))lo’m’(t--r) ds 
0 
=f(u,,- ,(x9 t))(m(f) -m(O)). (2.4) 
Then w  satisfies 
wt--w>,m(t)f(u,,-,(x, t)), (2.5) 
By (1.8), (2.2), and (2.3), w(x, t) = 0 on Tr and w(x, 0) b 0 in Q. Thus, by 
the maximum principle 
w>o in Q,, 
which proves Lemma 2.2. 
The next step will consist of bounding u, in L”. Let 
A = max uO(x), 
i E n 
B = max g(x) 
.x E R (2.6) 
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and consider the initial value problem 
a’(t)=/(a(t))j-‘m(t-~)dr+B, (2.7) 
0 
a(0) = A. (2.8) 
Then by regularity off there exists to > 0 and a unique C’ function a(t) 
which satisfies (2.7) and (2.8) on (0, to). 
LEMMA 2.3. Vt < to and Vx E Q, 
u,(x, t) da(t). 
Proof. Since (II,,), 2 0, 
j; m(t - T)f(u,,(x, 5)) dT ~f(v,(Xt t)) 1; m(t - T) dT 
and the function w  = u,, -a satisfies 
w,--dwQ(f(u,,)-f(rr))j’m(t-T)dT+(g-B) 
0 
I 
I 
6 Y(4 t) w Wl(t-T) dz 
0 
in Q0 and w  < 0 on the parabolic boundary. Thus, by the strong maximum 
principle w  B 0 and since v,, > 0 we have 
II u,, II LZ(QrO) < a(to) G M,. (2.9) 
By Lemma 2.3 the right-hand side of (2.1) is bounded in L”, and by 
Schauder’s estimates we find that the sequence v, is bounded in B$;’ (Q,,); 
vp<co. 
Thus, there exists a sequence, still denoted by v,, such that 
0” -+ u as n + cc in B$$’ (Q,) weakly. (2.10) 
By compactness of the embedding of W;’ (Q,,) into C’(Q,J, u satisfies the 
boundary condition (1.2)(1.3) and 
f(vJ -+f(u) in C”.a( Q,,). 
Thus, u is a weak solution of the initial boundary value problem 
(l.l)-(1.3). Since the right-hand side of Eq. (1.1) is in L”, by regularity of 
weak solutions to linear parabolic equations, u is in @‘(Q,,). 
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Uniqueness for small times. 
LEMMA 2.4. For t small enough, the solution u to the initial boundary 
value problem (l.l)-( 1.3) is- unique in C2’l(Q,) 
Proof. Let u and u be two positive, smooth functions satisfying (1.1 )- 
(1.3) in Q,. Taking the difference, we have 
(u-U),-A(u-O)=Jim(t--r)[f(u(x, T))-f(u(x, T))] dr in Q,, (2.11) 
u-u=0 on r,, (2.12) 
u(x, 0) - u(x, 0) = 0 in s2. (2.13) 
By comparison we deduce from (2.11) that 
Hence, for t* small enough 
max Il(u-~)ll.~,~,,dC buyer ll(u-u)ii,~,,,tdT. osrsr* J‘ . . 
Using Gronwall’s inquality, we find 
Hence, for t small enough, u = u in Q,. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Existence. Let T be the supremum of all t such 
that u exist in Q,. Suppose T< CC and 
lim max 24(x, t) < a3. 
I-tT .YER 
Then by regularity of solutions to linear parabolic equations, u(x, T) 
satisfies all the hypotheses (1.4)-( 1.8) and by the same argument as in the 
proof of Lemma 2.3 there exists a solution to the problem (l.l)-(1.3) with 
u(x, T) as initial condition and a different function g. This solution will be 
a continuation of u, which contradicts the definition of T. Thus u ceases to 
exist only by blowing up. 
Uniqueness. Let u and u be two distinct solutions to the initial boundary 
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value problem (1.1 )-( 1.3). Denote by Q, (i = 1, 2) their respective domains 
of existence and assume T, 6 T2 and denote by T, the minimum t such that 
y; I@, t) - u(x, t)l # 0. 
Thus T, >O by Lemma 2.4, and T, < T, (otherwise T, = T2 and u = u 
on Qd 
Then u and u are in C’.‘(Q T,+,) for E small enough. Choosing E small 
enough and considering the initial boundary value problem (1.1 t( 1.3) in 
a x ( T3 -E, T, + E), we can show uniqueness in this domain by the same 
method as in Lemma 2.4. 
Now we want to prove that provided u,(x, 0) is large enough, u will 
blow-up in finite time. For this purpose we use a convexity method first 
introduced by Kaplan in [2]. Following [2] we consider the boundary 
value problem 
A$=@ in Q, (2.14) 
*=o on 13sZ, (2.15) 
and denote by A, the first eigenvalue of the Laplacian in fi and by $ the 
corresponding eigenfunctions which satisfies Jn II/ dx = 1. Then we have 
LEMMA 2.5. If J I,& dx > 0 and j Ii/g d x is large enough, then u blows up 
in finite time. 
Proqf Multiplying Eq. (1.1) by $ and integrating by parts over $2 we 
get 
s u,$= -A, ju+dx+ jj; m(t - z)f(u(x, t)) $dr dx+ j g$ dx. 
Differentiating with respect to t we have 
+ ji m’(t - z) (jfl4x, ~1) ti dx) dz. (2.16) 
By 2.10 and Lemma 2.2, 
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hence, 
= f(u(x, t)) cc/ dx(m(t)-m(O)). 
i 
(2.17) 
Using (2.16) and (2.17) we find, 
s u,,ti 3 -A, j u,ll/ dx+m(t) (jrw, t) ti q. 
and by Jensen’s inequality and ( 1.5) we have 
I u,,$> -j”, ju,Wx+Mf(juW+ 
Defining the function a(t) by 
a(t) = j,, t)(x) u(x, t) d.y. 
We have that a satisfies the differential inequality 
a”3 -;I, a’+ A4f(a), 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
u’(O) = i‘ (Au, + g) Ic/ dx, (2.20 
40) = j uolc/ dx, (2.21 
Since F satisfies (1.10) and u’(0) is large enough, then by [3], a blows up 
in finite time. Thus u ceases to exist in L*(Q) in finite time and by 
Theorem 2.1 it blows up in finite time. 
From now on, we assume that g is large enough for the blow-up to 
occur. 
LEMMA 2.6. Under the assumptions (1.4t(l.S) the solution u to the 
initial boundary value problem ( 1.1)-( 1.3 ) satisfies 
(i) u, > 0 in Q,, &,/all < 0 on rT, 
(ii) 36 > 0 such that au/aq < - 6 on f T. 
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ProojI (i) The sequence v, constructed to prove the existence of the 
solution u converge to u in C’.‘(Q.). Hence, by Lemma 2.2, 
uI= lim (u,),aO. 
n-m 
To show strict inequality we apply the strong maximum principle to w  = u,. 
Using (l.l)-(1.3) and (1.8) we find that w  satisfies 
w, - Aw = m(O)f(u) + j; m’(t - r)f(u(x, 7)) dz in QT, 
w(x), t) = 0 on Try 
w(x, 0) b 0 in Sz. 
Since u, > 0 and m’ < 0, 
1: m’(t - z),.f(u(x, 7)) dz >f(u(x, I)) 1: m’(t - T) d7 
=f(uk f))Cm(f) - m(O)l, (2.22) 
and 
w, - Aw 3 m(t)f(u) > 0 inQT 
Thus, by the strong maximum principle, u, > 0 in QT and au,/@ < 0 on f 7. 
(ii) Let u be the solution to the initial boundary value problem 
v,-Au=0 in QT, (2.23) 
u(x, t) = 0 on rr, (2.24) 
44 0) =%(x) in 9. (2.25) 
Then by the strong maximum principle Vt > 0, 36 > 0 such that 
“< -6 
all 
0naQx(f, T). 
Since u is a supersolution to the initial boundary value problem (2.23)- 
(2.25), using the maximum principle, we deduce that au/@ G au/all on rT. 
Remark 2.1. From now on we can assume, without loss of generality, 
that 
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&)>O in 52, (2.26) 
au0 -<o 
as 
on a52, (2.27) 
u,(x, 0) > 0 in R, (2.28) 
and 
(2.29) 
Indeed, it sufhces to consider the initial boundary value problem 
(l.l)-(1.3) in (E, T) and take U(X, E) as the initial function. Thus, by 
Lemma 2.6, all of the above conditions are satisfied. Furthermore, from 
(2.27)-(2.29) we deduce that 3~ such that 
u,(x, 0) 2 au,(-u) in Q. (2.30) 
We intend to estimate the rate of blow-up of U. The estimate we get in 
this section is not the sharpest one, but using this estimate we prove that 
the blow-up set is compact. This in turn will enable us to prove a sharp 
estimate of the rate of blow-up. 
We need the following preparatory lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.7. There exists a positive constant C such fhaf 
au, au -- c-<o 
all af7 
on Tr. 
Proof Let J = U, - cu, where c is a positive constant, and denote by H 
the heat operator H = (ajar) -A; then using (1.1) and (2.22) we have 
H(J) 2 m(t,f(u) - c i,: m(r - z)f(u(x, T)) dz - q(x). 
Since m is decreasing and u is increasing we have 
H(J) >f(u)Cm( T) - cTm(O)l - q(x) > 0, 
for c small enough. 
By the definition of J, we have J= 0 on Tr, and by (2.30) we have also 
J(x, 0) > 0. Thus, by the strong maximum principle, 
J>O in QT, J-c0 onr. 
aa 
T  
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From now on, we make the additional assumptions 
6’(u) ’ 0, (2.31) 
V’(u) ~ Ef l/2),, > 0. (2.32) 
In the case wheref(u) = (U + A)l, (resp. f(u) = exp au), it can be seen easily 
that (2.31) and (2.32) hold for F(u)= (l/(p+ 1))(~+1)~+’ (resp. 
F(u) = (l/cr ) exp CLU). 
LEMMA 2.8. YE >O, 3c>O such that 
u,ac[[F(u)]-“+I”-[F(O)]-“+“*]. 
Proqf: Let 
Then 
(2.33) 
-c(--~+1/2)F’(u)[F(u)]-“*-” ‘m(t-T)f(u)dT 
s 0 
-c(--E+ 1/2)F’(~4)[F(u)]-“~~“g, 
where the positive term (F(u)--“+ ‘12)” (VU)~ was dropped. Since 
cf(u)=cf(u)[F(u)]‘-“‘[F(u)]-~+‘/~ 
= -f(u)[F(~)]“~“~ J+f(u)[F(u)]“-“‘u, 
+~f(u)[F(~)]“~“‘[F(0)]~“+“~, 
where (2.33) was used, we have 
C j;m(t-r)f(u)drC -j;m(t-r)j-(u)[F(~)]‘~“~Jd~ 
+z [F(u)]“+‘,” 
+~ln’m’(t-?)/(U)F[~]]‘+li2d~ 
+c[F(O)]“~=” s ‘m(t-r)f(u)[F(u)]“-1’2d~. 0 
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H(J) > & m(O)f(u) + j’ mr(t - z)f(u) dT 
0 
-eF(u)[F(u)]-‘:-“‘~~m’(t-~)[F(u)]’+~’~d~ 
-cF(u)[F(u)]-c-“2[F(0)]-“+“2 
s 
‘m(f -z)f(u)[F(u)]“-l/2 dt 
0 
+~F(u)[F(u)]-“~“‘i’m(r-~)/(u)CF(u)]’~”’Jdz 
0 
l-2& 
- c 2 F’(u)[F(u)] -&- 1’2 g. (2.34) 
By (1.5), Lemma 2.6 and (2.32), 
F’[~][F(u)]~“~“2~~m’(r-r)[F(u)]‘-”2d~~~’m’(r-r)j(u)dr. (2.35) 
0 
Thus, 
~m(O)f(u)+/‘m’(r-r)/(u)d~ 
0 
-e F’(u)[F(u)] -‘- Ii2 J; d(t - T)f(u)[F(u)]“+‘/’ dz 
B~[m(O)/(u)+~~~(rr)/(u)dr] 
2 && m(T).f(u)> (2.36) 
where we used (2.22). 
Using, (1.5), Lemma 2.6, and (2.32) again, we find 
s 
‘m(t-t)f(u)[F(u)]“-“2 d~<m(0)j-(u)[F(u)]“-1’2. (2.37) 
0 
Hence, using (2.36) and (2.37), 
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H(J) > &&m( T)f(u) - cm(O)[F(O)] -“+“2f(U)2[F(U)] -1 
l-2& 
-c~F(u)[F(u)]-“-“2g. 
By (2.31) and (2.32), and choosing c small enough, 
H(J) a +“(u)[f’(u)]-‘-1’2[‘m(t-r)f(u)[F(u)]”-1’2 Jdt. (2.38) 
0 
From (2.30) we deduce that for c small enough 
J(x, 0) > 0 in Q, 
We also have by the definition of J and Lemma 2.7, 
J=O; 
aJ 
-CO onr,. 
aa 
(2.39) 
(2.40) 
Suppose J does not satisfy 
J(x, t) < 0 in Q,, 
and let 
G = inf{ t such that J(x, t) < 0 for some x in O}. 
Then CJ < T, and by continuity of J in Q; and (2.39b(2.40), J>O in an 
open neighborhood of r, u {Sz x O}. Therefore 3x0 E G? such that 
<1(x0, (T) = 0. But by (2.38), H(J) > 0 at (x0, a), contradicting the maximum 
principle. 
LEMMA 2.9. Zffis given by (1.11) (req. (1.12)) then 
u< C(T- t)-(2/(P-‘))-E 
(resp. 
u<log(C(T-t)-‘*“‘-“)). 
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Proof: By Lemma 2.8, 
U,~C[(U+~)((P+1)/2)+&_3L((P+1)/2)+&] 
2 qu + A)((P+ l)P)+E, 
Hence 
Ut 
(u + d)uP+ lw)+c 2 c, 
and integrating over (t, T) we get 
and the lemma follows. In the case where f is given by (1.12) we get the 
corresponding result by using the corresponding function F. 
LEMMA 2.10. Zff isgiuen hy (1.11) (resp. (1.12)) then 
u,<C(u+i)(T-t)-‘-” 
(resp. 
u,<C(T-r)-1-y. 
ProoJ: Let v = ln(u + A) then using (1.1) we find that u satisfies 
1 
u,-Au-(VV)~=- 
i 
’ m(t - t)(u + A)p dt + g(x) 
(u+Rl) 0 GT)’ 
thus w  = u, = u,/(u + A) will satisfy 
L(w)= w,-Aw-2Vw~Vo~m(0)(u+~)P-‘, 
where the negative terms of the right-hand side were dropped. 
Using Lemma 2.9, we found that 
L(w)<C(T-t)-2-“. 
Taking z = w  - C( T - t)- ’ -’ and C large enough, we find that z satisfy 
L(z) < 0 in QT, 
z(x, 0) d 0 in Sz, 
z(x, t) d 0 on rr, 
and the lemma result from the maximum principle. 
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In the case where f is given by (1.12) we can prove simply by derivating 
Eq. (1.1) and using Lemma 2.9 that 
u,< C(T- t)‘+“. (2.41) 
3. THE SYMMETRIC CASE 
Throughout this section we will assume that 
52 is a ball; fi=B,= {IMI CR}, 
%l(x) = dr), u;(r) < 0 if r E (0, R), uo” (0) < 0; 
g(x) = g(r), g’(r) < 0 if r E (0, R]. 
The last inequalities can be relaxed (see Remark 2.1). 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
THEOREM 3.1. Under assumptions (3.1)-(3.3) and (2.31)-(2.32) the blow- 
up set consists of (r = O}. 
LEMMA 3.2. There holds: 
(i) u,<O in Qrn {r>O}. 
(ii) u,,(O, t) < 0. 
Proof. Using the sequence u, constructed for the proof of Theorem 2.1 
we can prove, by the same argument as in Lemma 2.6 that 
U,60 in Q,n {r>O}. 
Thus J; m(t - z)f’(u) u, dT 6 0 and w  = u, is a supersolution of 
v,-Av=gr, 
u(x, 0) < 0, 
u(0, t) = v(R, t) = 0. 
Consequently, u, < 0 and u,,.(O, t) < - 6 < 0. 
Let 9 be a positive, increasing and convex real function satisfying 
Then we have 
fP'-f'F2 2C%%j, (3.4) 
%-‘<A% . . (3.5) 
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I 
, 
u, 6 - CrY cF(u(x, T)) dT 
0 
Proof. Let 
w=ynp’u r7 
s 
I 
J=w+Crq m( t - T) Y(u) dT. (3.6) 
0 
We wish to show that J < 0 in [0, R] x [T/4, T). As a first step, let us show 
that 
n-l 
H(J)-J,+- Jr-J,,< ~m(1-T)(f’-2Cr4-‘~‘)JdT. (3.7) 
r s 
Using ( 1.1) we compute 
H(J)=~‘m(t-~),f’(u)wdT+~r~m(O)~(u)+~r~~’m’(t-T)~(u)dT 
0 0 
+ (n- 1) CrY-’ [‘m(t -T) R’(u) u,dT 
Jo 
+(n-~)(q-1)CrY-2j’m(t-T)~(u)dT 
0 
-Cry ’ 
s s 
I 
m(t-z)F’(u)u,,dT-CrY m(f 
0 0 
r 
- 2CqrY 
s 
m(t - T) p’(u) u,dT 
0 
-Cq(q-l)rqp2 ’ 
s 
m(t-z)T(u)dT+g’. 
0 
Using wd0, g’<O and P”>O, we get 
T) ~“(u)(u,)~ dT 
m(t - T)f’(u) w dT + CrY m(O) g(u) + CrY J m’(t-T)$(u)dT 
0 
’ - Cr4 
s 
m(t-T)~‘(u)dudT-2Cq”V~n~21 ‘m(t-T)F’(u)wdT 
0 s 0 
-C(n-1-q)(q-1)r4-2 ‘m(l-T)F(u)dT. 
s 0 
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Substituting for Au from (l.l), we get 
Cr’ ’ I m(t - t) 9(u) Au dz 0 
= CrY m(0) 9(u) - Cr4 m(t) F(uo) 
+ CrY m’(t - r) P(u) dT 
m(t-~)9’(U)f~m(~--s)f(u)ds 
0 
I 
I 
- gCrY m(t - r) P(u) dr. 
0 
Hence, 
+ CrY 
-2Cqfl-“-* ‘m(r-t)J.‘(u)wd7 
I 0 1 
+ Crqm(0)~(uo)+CrVp~‘m(t-r)F’(u)h 
L 0 
+C(n-l-q)(q-l)rY-* ‘m(t-z)F(u)dT s 0 1 =J, +.I,. (3.8) 
Using (3.3) and (3.5), we find 
J* < Cr”-2 
[ 
RZ m(0) F(ug) 
f ‘m(c~)tF(~)g(O)R~(A+(n-l-q)(q-1))dr . (3.9) 
s 0 I 
If t > T/4 and q 2 qo, q. depending on 9, m, R, g, and uo, then 
J,<O. (3.10) 
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Substituting for w  from (3.6), we get 
Jl=j~m(r-~)(f’-2cqr~-1F’)JdT 
0 
- CrY ‘m(r-r)f’(u)j7m(r-s)~(u)ds+~‘(u)j~m(r-s)f(u)ds 
[ j 0 0 
+2C(q-l)rY?tF’(u)~rm(vs)F(u)dsdr 
0 
Now we want to show that the expression in the square brackets is 
positive, 
-2C(q- 1) ry-’ F(u)JI:M(T-s)F(u)dsd~ 
2 S'(u) j' (!f&y f'(u) F(u) - F'(u)f(u) 
-2C(q-l)rY-‘F’(u)F(u) dr>,O, 1 
where C was assumed small enough and condition (3.4) was used. Hence 
J,6 ‘m(t-r)(f’-ZCqr’?F’)Jd~ 
s 0 
= ‘Jm*(x, t) dr, s 0 
where 
m*(x,z)=m(t-s)(f’-c, F-l B’)bO 
for C, small enough. 
By (3.8)-(3.11) we have 
H(J) < ji Jm * dz. 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
Clearly 
J(0, t) < 0. (3.13) 
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and by Lemma 3.2 and Remark 2.1, 
J,(O, t) < 0. (3.14) 
Using Lemmas 2.6 and 3.2 we can choose C small enough such that 
JW, t) co, ‘dt< T, (3.15) 
J<O (3.16) 
Using (3.12k(3.16) and the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 2.8 
we get 
JdO, 
Thus, the lemma is proved. 
Remark3.1. Whenfis given by (1.11) (resp. (1.12)) we can take 
F(U)=(U+A)p-E (3.17) 
(resp. 
9(u)=exp(a-E)u). (3.18) 
LEMMA 3.4. If u is the solution of (l.l)-(1.3) and f is giuen by (l.ll), 
then YE > 0, 3C > 0, 3C, > 0 such that 
s ~(u+~)P-‘d~>C[(u+I)p-E(T-t)l+“-C,]. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.8, 
1 1 
=- 
C [P 
_F.((u+A)p-L(T-t)L+r-(~,,+L)P--“T1+E) 
+(l+E)Jbr(u+A)p-E(T-r)Edz . 1 
Since the last term is positive, it can be dropped, and the lemma follows. 
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. We shall prove the theorem in the case where f is 
given by (1.11) and then indicate later the necessary modifications for the 
other ,cases. 
By Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4, 
u,Q -Cr4[(u+~)P-‘(T-t)1fC-C1] 
< -CrY(u+IZ)l+CG(r, t), 
where 
{ 3, > 0 such that u(rO, t) + cc as t -+ T>. 
Then by Lemma 3.2, u blows up at least on (0, r,,), and 
(u(x, t)+A)-‘-“+O, ast-+T 
uniformly for r in (0, rO). 
Fix r, in (0, rO). 
(3.19) 
Case 1. There exists a sequence t, such that 
t, + T and (U(r,,tk)+j.)P-‘-2s(T-tk)‘+E=6,~6>0. 
Then 
G(r, tk) > 612 > 0 for r E [0, r,] 
and from (3.19) 
(U+T)l+E < - CrY6/2 in CO, rll x Ilk), 
Integrating over (0, rl), we get 
(3.20) 
which contradicts the assumption that u blows up at r,. 
Case 2. If case 1 does not hold, then 3C>O such that 
(u(rI, t)+;l)P-1-2E(T-t)1+E~C, Vt<T. 
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Thus, 
(u(r,, t)+~)P~l~*&~C(T-t)-(l+E)I(P--1~*&)) Vt< T, 
and then, since u, < 0, 
(u(rl, t)+~)P-‘-2ZEdC(T-t)~(1+E)‘(P~1-22E), V(r, t)~ [r,,R] x(0, T). 
(3.21) 
Then consider the function 
u(r, t) = (r - rl)’ (u(r, t) + A), V(r, f) E [r,, RI x (0, 7’). 
It satisfies the problem 
21 
u,= v  rr --u,+l(l- l)(r-rl)‘-*(24+A) r-r, 
s 
f 
+ (r - rl)’ m(t-z)(u+I)Pdz+(r-r,)‘g in (rl, R) x (0, T), 
0 
u(r, 0) = (r - rl)‘(uo + A), 
u(r,, t) = 0; 
The function 
v(R, t) = (R - r,)‘I. 
V(t) E max u(r, t) = v(r,, t) 
r,<r<R 
is positive, and thus r, > rl. If t is close to T, then r, < R (since u(ro, t) + co 
if t -+ T). Therefore r, E (r,, R) for t near T. 
Clearly, V(t) is a Lipschitz function and (cf. [ 11) 
v,(t) G udr,, t). 
Thus, by (3.22) and 
u,(r,, l) = 0, u,,(rt, t) G 0, 
we find that 
V,(t)<1(1-- l)(r-r,)‘p2(u+A)+(r-r,)‘S’m(t-5)(u+rZ)Pd~ 
0 
+(r-r,)‘g 
<C (u+I)+j’(u+W’d~ , 
0 1 
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and using Lemma 2.9, 
V,(t)<C (T-t)- 
[ 
“+~‘/~~-l-2i’+~~(T~r)-‘V”+&‘/‘D-l-2&))di] 
<c [(~-~)-(‘+~)I(P---2E)+(~-t)-(l+E~2+P))I(P-l-22E)]~ 
Integrating with respect to t on (0, t) we get 
v(~)~c[(T-~)(P-~-~&)~(~~I--zE)+ (~-t)(~-22~(4+~))~(~---2~)]. (3.22) 
Let r2 = (r, + r,)/2. Since 
V(t)>(r,-r,)(u(r,, t)+l), 
by (3.22), 
u(r2, t) d C( T- t)“‘, (3.23) 
where 
A, =min 
If p > 2 then A, > 0, hence u(r2, t) is bounded, a contradiction. 
Suppose p < 2. Then using inequality (3.23) instead of Lemma 2.9 and 
doing the same procedure with 
W(r, t) = (r - r,)‘(u(r, 2) + 2) 
as we did previously with V, we find that for r3 = (r2 + r,)/2, 
u(r3, t) < C( T- t)A2, 
where A, is now defined as 
A,=min{A,+l;pA,+2}. (3.24) 
The term (T- t)A1+’ comes from the integration of (T- t)A1 (which comes 
from (u+L)) and (T-t)pA’f2 comes from the integration of j’:, (U + A.)p dc 
Since (T- t) PA1 is integrated twice, it gives (T- t)pAlf2. It is easily seen 
that 
A (+P-2-E(~+P) 
1 p-l-2& ’ 
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and using (3.24) we find, for E small enough, that 
A,(P) = 
2p-3-&(6+p) 
p-l-2& . 
Thus, if p > 1 then u(r,,, t) is bounded and that contradicts our 
hypothesis that r0 is a blow-up point. Otherwise, we keep iterating, and at 
k iterations we will have 
It can easily be seen that 
VP> 1, 3k, such that A,,(p) B 0. 
Therefore u( rkO, t) and 0 < rk,, < r,,. Again this contradicts our assumption 
concerning u(rO, t). 
Hence, the theorem is proved for any p > 1. 
Remark 3.2. In the case where f is given by exp au we have proved that 
I 
I 
24, d CrY exp(a - E) u dz 
0 
(3.25) 
and 
u,<C(T-t)‘+“. (3.26) 
From this we can deduce by the same argument as for the case where f was 
given by (1.11) that 
Hence, 
u,< -Cr”(exp((a -E) u)(T- t)‘+‘+ C,). 
u,< -Cry exp(su)[exp((a -2s)y)(T- I)‘+&+ C, exp( --Eu)]. (3.27) 
The rest of the proof proceeds as in the previous case. 
Remark 3.3. In our proof we used that f was given by (u+ l)p or 
exp au mainly to have bounds (from below and above) on f (u) at infinity. 
Hence it is sufficient to assume that f behaves like up or exp u at infinity. 
4. THE NON-SYMMETRIC CASE 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume that u0 satisfies (1.4b(1.8) and that f satisfies 
(2.31), (2.32), (3.4), and (3.5) then the blow-up set is a compacl subset of Q. 
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Proof. Suppose the blow-up set Ob is not compact in 0; then there 
exists XE 852 and a sequence (xk, tk) such that 
(X/c? t/c) -+ (X T) and 4x,, fk) + 00 ask-co. 
By a change of variables we can assume tht X= 0 and that ~(0) = e,. For y 
small enough, consider 
CJt = {(x’, x,) E Q, such that x, > - y } 
and let Sz; be the reflection of 52; with respect to the hyperplane x, = -7. 
Then define the function by 
w(x, t) = u(x, t) - u(x’, 2y -x,, t) forxEQ;. (4.1) 
We wish to show that wJx’, -y, t) < 0 for any t < T. The function w  
satisfies in Q;: x (0, T), 
H(w) = 1; 42 - ~)f(u(x, z)) -f(W, 27 --x,3 T)) dT 
+g(x, t)-gw, a-x,, 1) 
s 
I 
< m*(x, t, z) w dr, (4.2) 
0 
where m* 2 0. Using (4.1) we have w(x’, --y, t) = 0 and w  > 0 on %2, n Q. 
We also have that w(x, 0) >O for x, #y, and that w(x’, y, 0) =0 and 
w.&‘, x,, 0) = 2~O,,“W, -Y) < 0. 
Let x be a point in dQ n &2; and v an inward vector to as2 n X2; at x. 
Then 
w, = -aw.Jx, t) + bw,,(x, t) (4.3) 
with a > 0, and by Lemma 2.6, w, < 0. Hence, for any t < T, there exists a 
neighborhood of XJ n X9; x (0, t) in which w  < 0. 
As long as w,~- < 0 on x, = -y we can show by the same argument as in 
the proof of Lemma 3.2 that w  < 0 in Q;. Let 
c = inf(t such that w,“(x’, -y, t) B 0). 
Then CJ > 0 and w,“(xb, - y, a) = 0. On the other hand, by Lemma 2.8 and 
the continuity of u,,, (XL, - y) is not on XI. Hence Q; has the property of 
the inside ball at this point and we derive a contradiction to the maximum 
principle. 
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Since 
onx,= -y 
we have then that 
autxf, --Y, t)<o 
ax, ' 
and by varying in (0, yO), y,, small enough, we find that 
au 
-<o 
ax, 
in Q$ x (0, T). 
Using (4.4) we prove in the same way we proved Lemma 3.3 that 
%” L < - C(x, - yo)y j’ 9(u) dz 
0 
provided f satisfies (3.4). 
The proof of (4.4) can be slightly modified to show that 
au -<o 
av 
in G?: x (0, T) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
for any direction u close enough to e,. 
Denote the point (0, -y,/2) by PO. Then from (4.6) and the assumption 
that u blow-up at the origin, we deduce that 
and by (4.4), 
4p0, t) + al as t+ T, 
u(0, s, t) + cc as t + T, vsfz l--Y03 -YoP). 
Fix xf, in (-yo, -y,/2). Then as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we consider 
two possible cases. 
Case 1. Can be dealt with in exactly the same way as in the proof of 
Theorem 3.1. 
Case 2. We would like to proceed as in Theorem 3.1. For this purpose 
we denote by %Zo the cone with center at (0, --yo) and opening 0, 8 small 
enough, and by Y a function satisfying Y= 0 on the cone and positive 
elsewhere. 
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Define v = Yu inside the cone G&, then the rest of the proof is the same as 
in Theorem 2.1. 
THEOREM 4.2. rfu is the solution of (l.l)-(1.3) andf is given by (1.11) 
then 
(i) ~<c(T-t))*“~--l) 
(ii) max,,, u(x, t)2c(T-t)-“(p-‘) 
Proof. (i) Let Qns be an open subset of Q with smooth boundary such 
that dist(aQ; kX2,) < 6. By Theorem 4.1, and for 6 small enough we can 
assume that the blow-up set of u is strictly included in Sz,. 
Let J= 2.4, - c(u + A)(p+ ‘)I*, clearly, for c small enough, J> 0 on the 
parabolic boundary of 52, x (0, 7). Proceeding as we did in the proof of 
Lemma 2.8 we find that 53 0 in Q, x (0, T). Hence 
u, 2 c(u + 1p+ l)‘* 
and (i) follows from the integration of (4.7). 
(ii) From (4.7) we have that 
(4.7) 
s 
, 
m(t - T)(U f A)” dz < 
0 i 
‘m(t-~)(u+A)‘P-1)~2u,dr 
0 
where (2.2) was used. Hence, in Q, x (0, T) we have 
u, < Au + (u + A)(p+ I)‘*. 
Define U( t ) = max E Rg u(x, t), then we have (see [ 1 ] that U is a Lipschitz 
function and satisfies 
u, d (U+ ;1p+ I)‘*, vt< T. 
Dividing the last inequality by (U + A)(pf’)‘2 and integrating, we find 
U(t)Bc(T-t)-*“p-? 
Remark 4.1. When f is given by ( 1.12) the corresponding estimates 
(1.14) are proved in the same way using exp(au/2) instead of (u + ,I)(“+ l)/*. 
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